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Building the home
of your dreams

If you don’t remember anything else...
remember this
• Though some of the items presented in this booklet seem insignificant,
it is the use of the total concept that provides for large energy savings.
• Corner and partition construction should minimize air pockets and allow
for full insulation.
• It is recommended that cellulose insulation be used in ceilings and walls.
• When insulating the basement or crawl space, do not forget to insulate
the box sill.
• Caulking and sealing of the exterior wall and its components is very
important to the overall efficiency of the home.
• The attic area should be insulated to a minimum R-40.
• Basements have more heat loss than most people realize.
• Geothermal and air to air heat pumps, which move heat energy rather
than create it, can be three times more efficient than gas furnaces.
• Because windows and glass doors are major areas of heat loss and gain,
they should be sized so they are no more than 10 percent of the floor area.

Building the home

of your dreams

Making an energy efficiency investment in your new home today
will mean you’ll have a comfortable, quiet and economical home for life.
This Illinois electric co-ops’ Certified Comfort Home manual can help.
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Introduction

B

uilding a new home can be a very stress-filled time in one’s life. With
all of the decisions that need to be made—from construction plans,
to materials, to contractor, to finances—the joy of moving into a new
home can be overshadowed with fear and anxiety. The new homeowner
may have questions about the future: Can I afford the monthly mortgage
payments? What will my taxes be?...Or, What will my monthly utility bills
be? The size of your heating or cooling bill is in direct proportion to the
efficiency of your heating and cooling system and how much heat your
home loses (winter) and gains (summer) through the building envelope
(outside walls, floor and ceiling).
This manual, and the construction techniques and recommendations
it covers, is designed to minimize the anxiety about what your monthly
heating or cooling bill might be. By building your home using these
standards and methods, you can be assured that your home energy
consumption will be at the lowest level possible, while ensuring
that your comfort will be at the highest level. The dollars saved from
reduced heating and cooling costs, as shown in Figure 1, can be used to
assist you in meeting your mortgage obligation. You may also qualify for
guaranteed heating and cooling costs or special rates from your electric
cooperative. You and the contractors that bid on your new home will
benefit by using these standards to clarify and standardize construction
bid requirements.

What
co-op members
are saying
about

Resale –
“We had people lined up to buy
our home because they knew
how low our utilities were. We
got our asking price and sold
it to the first person that looked
at it.”
Kevin and Pam Cummings,
Mt. Vernon, Illinois.

Utility cost –
“When it comes to heating and
cooling expenses our home is 3,264
square feet and our heating and
cooling cost averaged $24.15 a
month.”
Jim and DuAnn Bates,
Patoka, Illinois.

Comfort –
Figure 1

Lower your cost of living
We never seem to forget that the cost of owning a car includes the
cost of gasoline. But for some reason many of us forget that the cost of
owning a home includes more than a mortgage, insurance and taxes —
it also includes the energy bills. We can’t help with the first three items,
but your local electric co-op’s energy experts and this manual can help
you build a home that gets more “miles-to-the-gallon.”
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“The comfort in our new home is a
great improvement over what we
had in the past. We don’t know if it’s
zero or 100 outside. We just set our
thermostat and never move it.”
George and Barbara Hiltibildal,
Centralia, Illinois.

Controlling Comfort

A

Normally, only small amounts of
exterior. The amount of heat
home loses its heat in three
heat are lost by radiation and most
that flows through the surface is
ways, as shown in Figures
attempts to stop it are
dependent on
2, 3 and 4. One source of heat
expensive, hence little
the temperature
loss is through
effort is spent in trying
difference between
RADIATION.
to stop heat loss by
the two surfaces
Just as you feel
radiation. Stopping heat
and the thermal
heat “radiating”
gain, on the other hand,
transfer rate of the
from a fireplace,
can pay off. Using low
material involved.
your home
“e” glass in windows,
The greater this
radiates heat
light colored roofing
temperature
to the outside
and siding, and locating
difference, the
in the winter
windows so that the sun
greater the heat
and to the
Figure 4
Figure 2
cannot strike them in the
flow and the
inside in the
summer, are all economical
associated loss or gain. The heat
summer. There have been
ways to stop summer
loss or gain can be slowed by using
attempts to minimize
radiation and help
a material with lower transfer rates,
the amount of heat
lower cooling costs.
such as insulation.
lost or gained
The second way
The third way that a home
through radiation
heat is gained and lost
loses heat is by CONVECTION. This
by wrapping
is by CONDUCTION.
is simply the movement of heat
homes with foil-like
Remember that heat always
with the movement of air. This is
substances that reflect
flows from a warm surface
not only by air infiltration leaking
radiation back
Figure 3 to a cooler surface.
into the building, but also by
into the house or to the
If the interior of your walls
convection currents that can occur
outside environment, depending
is warmer than the exterior, heat
in wall and window cavities. More
on the season. This is also the idea
will flow from the interior to the
will be explained on this topic later.
behind low “e” glass in windows.

Moisture Control

I

n Illinois, moisture related
problems in a home generally
occur in the winter. The cold air
outside can hold only a small
amount of water vapor, while the
warmer air inside can accumulate
considerable amounts of vapor from
cooking, bathing and the evaporation
of standing water and plants. As this
vapor level grows, it builds pressure,
forcing the vapor into the building
components towards the outside,
colder air. If the vapor contacts
a surface that is as cold as the
dew point temperature of the air,
condensation will occur on the
surface. (Dew point temperature
is the temperature at which water

vapor reaches saturation and starts
to condense.)
If building components absorb
moisture from the air (wood for
example), many undesirable things
can happen, such as blistering
paint, discoloration of wall and
ceiling surfaces and reduced levels
of insulation effectiveness. If left
unchecked for long periods, it can
eventually lead to decay and rotting
of structural components. To have
condensation problems, it generally
takes two things: water vapor and
a cold surface. Remove one or the
other and the problem will go away.
Improper insulating methods
can also contribute to moisture

problems. Once insulation is
installed, a cold surface is created
somewhere. If the water vapor is
allowed to contact this cold surface
by passing through the insulation
or around its edges, condensation
can occur. When insulating, it is
generally recommended that you
install a vapor barrier (such as 6-mil
polyethylene plastic or insulation with
a facing of asphalted kraft paper or
closed cell foam insulation) on the
warm side (in the winter) of the wall.
With cellulose insulation, a vapor
barrier may not be needed. Seal
cracks and holes in walls or ceilings
to prevent air from carrying the
water vapor to the cold surface.
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Recommended Construction &
Insulating Standards
Walls

A

ll exterior walls should be framed
using corner and partition posts
as shown in Figure 5. This type of
construction minimizes air pockets
and allows for full insulation of the
exterior walls. If you have heard
critics of tight home construction
state that a tight home causes
moisture and mildew in the corners,
they are not fully insulating corner
and partition posts, such as Figure 6.
As mentioned in the prior section
on moisture control, cold corners
can cause condensation to occur

Figure 5

choice if you use 2x6 walls
with R-19 insulation, a 6-mil
polyethylene plastic vapor
barrier on the interior, as
shown in Figure 8, and a
house wrap infiltration barrier
on the exterior.

Figure 7
If you are using 2x6 exterior
walls, you should also use insulated
headers over doors and windows,
as in Figure 7. Using extruded
polystyrene, polyurethane or
polyisocyanurate foam board to
take up the extra 2" space when
using 2x6s versus 2x4s, provides
a rigid backing for the sheetrock
and brings the overall R-value of
the header to 15.11, not much
different than the R-19 of the
remainder of the wall.
There are several methods that
can be used to meet this manual’s
wall insulation requirements.
1. You may use the exterior
sheathing material of your

Figure 6

Corner and partition
construction should
minimize air pockets
and allow for full
insulation.
and if left unchecked, mildew can
appear. This new type of corner is
also easier to frame, as the framing
members can be built in place,
rather than having to “pre-build”
a corner or partition post.
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2. If 2x4 walls are used, there
are two methods available to
you. You can use R-11 or R-13
fiberglass wall insulation,
1" polyisocyanurate sheathing,
6-mil polyethylene plastic
vapor barrier and house wrap
infiltration barrier as one
alternative.
Another alternative is
recommended, which is to
use sprayed on cellulose,
1/2" (R-3.6) polyisocyanurate
sheathing with an optional
6-mil polyethylene plastic
vapor barrier.
When installing fiberglass
batts between studs, it’s important
to cut the insulation to fit around
obstructions. Batts should never
be compressed behind wiring,

Figure 9

plumbing or other obstructions
as this greatly diminishes the
insulating performance of the
batts. Figure 9 shows the right
and wrong ways of installing
fiberglass insulation. Batts should
never be forced between studs with
different spacing than the batts.
The batts must be trimmed to fit the
space snugly, but not compressed,
as shown in Figure 10. Care must
also be taken to ensure that the batts
fit snugly to the top plate and that
no gaps are left between the batts
or studs. Kraft-faced batts may be
used instead of a continuous 6-mil
polyethylene plastic vapor barrier.
Examples of improper installations are:
(a) Batts that have been
compressed behind wiring,
plumbing and other
obstructions;
(b) Batts improperly cut to fit the
opening;

(c) Batts not installed to the top or
bottom of the stud wall cavity;
(d) Batts not fitting snugly together.
Improperly installed fiberglass
batt insulation can lower its
thermal efficiency.
It is recommended that
when qualified applicators are
available, strong consideration
be given to using sprayed
on cellulose wall insulation.
Although the sprayed on cellulose
may require a higher investment
to install, its energy savings far
outweigh any additional cost:
(1) Fiberglass is very porous,
making it a good furnace filter,
while cellulose acts as an
infiltration barrier. This gives
cellulose two advantages. First, the
cellulose will stop air from leaking
into (or out of) the house. This
helps lower heating and cooling
costs. Secondly, convection currents

It is recommended that cellulose insulation
be used in ceilings and walls.

Figure 10

can occur in walls with fiberglass
insulation. As the exterior is heated
or cooled, the air on the inside is
also being heated or cooled. As the
air is cooled, it becomes heavy and
moves down the wall. When this
happens, it forces the warm air on
the inside of the cavity to rise to the
top, until it is forced out against
the outside sheathing, where it
becomes cold and begins to fall,
setting the convection currents
in motion. When the exterior is
hot, the opposite will happen.
Either way, convection currents are
transferring heat very quickly from
one wall surface to the other.
(2) Cellulose insulation can
completely fill all voids in the wall
(See Figure 11).

Cellulose fills all voids
and flows around wires
and pipes in the wall.
Figure 11
Because sprayed on cellulose
is installed with a glue additive, it
will not settle or shrink away from
framing members nor will it leave
voids in the wall cavity.
Basement walls should be
insulated to R-10 minimum. This
can be done by framing the walls
out and using either fiberglass
insulation, sprayed on cellulose, or 2"
extruded polystyrene, polyurethane
or polyisocyanurate rigid insulation.
Either way, the walls should have a
6-mil polyethylene plastic barrier
placed over the concrete before
any material is placed against
the walls. If the floor above the
basement is insulated to R-19, the
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basement walls may be exempt
from the insulation requirement.
However, all ductwork exposed to
the basement environment must
be insulated to R-6, and all duct
seams must be sealed.
Sometimes forgotten, but
occasionally a large source of heat
loss is the box sill. When insulating
the basement or crawl space, do

not forget to insulate this area. Here
again, moisture control should be
considered as basements and crawl

When insulating the
basement or crawl
space, do not for get to
insulate the box sill.

spaces tend to contain fairly high
levels of moisture vapor. Insulating
materials should prevent moisture
from being carried to the cold
wood and allowing condensation to
occur. Another area similar to the
box sill is the band joist in two-story
construction. The band joist should
be insulated to the same R-value as
the walls above and below it.

Structural Insulated Panels

A

n alternative to standard ‘frame’
construction is called structural
insulated panels or SIPs. These are
engineered panels of insulating foam
sandwiched between two pieces of rigid
material – plywood, oriented strand
board (OSB or waferboard), sheetrock
or sheet metal. Manufactured in

many sizes, structural insulated
panels are available for residential wall
construction in 4' x 8' or larger sizes.
Structural insulated panels are
engineered and constructed to act
as ‘I’ beams. They are extremely
strong, resist bending and buckling
and are load bearing. They can be

used as sub-flooring over crawlspaces
for insulated floors and can deaden
sound. They can also be used in
roofs and ceilings.
Structural insulated panel walls
have higher R-values than comparable
framed walls. With fewer joints to seal
there is a low air infiltration rate.

Insulated Concrete Forms

I

nsulated Concrete Forms
(ICF) can be used in place of
traditional plywood forms when
pouring concrete for basement
walls. They can also be used for
above grade walls if desired. Made
with expanded polystyrene, ICFs
create a wall with a R-20 or higher
insulating value. Most homeowners
plan to insulate and finish their
basement later, but end up with a
cold basement and high heating

bills. Insulated Concrete
Forms avoid this problem.
There are two types,
rigid sheets of foam board
held together with plastic
or metal ties, and Lego
like stackable foam blocks.
Reinforcing steel can be
added as needed. Furring
strips are provided so
that wall finishing can
be added later.

Figure 12

Steel Framing

W

hen the price of wood products
increases builders look
for alternatives. One alternative
to standard wood studs is steel
framing. As a recycled product steel
framing has several advantages such
as price stability and consistent size.
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Steel framing is lighter, does not
twist, shrink or warp and of course
is not affected by termites.
Unfortunately steel framing
has one fatal flaw – heat loss. The
thermal bridging created by steel
framing lowers the net R-value of
the wall by as much as 50 percent.

The steel industry is attempting to
overcome this disadvantage. The
best alternative is to install R-6
insulation foam board to the exterior
of the wall. However, until the
insulating problem can be solved we
do not recommend steel framing.

Caulking and Sealing

C

aulking and sealing of the
exterior wall and its
components is very important to
the overall efficiency of the home.
Stopping air infiltration is easy to
do during construction, but often
overlooked and covered up. As most
lumber is not perfectly straight, and
cannot be joined perfectly, there are
usually cracks in the joints between
components. These cracks are too
small to fill with insulation and so
should be caulked or sealed with
foam. There are three types of foam:
expanding, minimal-expanding
and non-expanding foam. As shown
in Figure 13, the following areas
need special attention.

Caulking and sealing
of the exterior wall
and its components
is ver y important to
the overall efficiency
of the home.

Figure 13

1. Box sill: use sill sealer and
insulate box sill cavity to R-19.

5. Headers: caulk the joints on all
four sides.

2. Sole plate: caulk to subfloor or
use sill sealer.

6. All plate openings (this
includes electric, plumbing
and any other openings made
in the plate); seal with caulk
or foam. This includes all
interior and exterior walls.

3. Double top plate: caulk the
joint between the two plates.
4. Double or triple studs: caulk
the joints.

7. Outlets or octagon boxes facing
to the exterior: caulk to the
exterior boxing.
8. Gaps around all air registers
openings should be caulked or
sealed with foam.
9. Rough openings around doors
and windows should be sealed
with non-expanding foam.

Ceilings and Attics

V

aulted ceilings should be
constructed with scissor trusses
and not roof beam construction
if at all possible. Trusses allow
more insulation to be placed in the
ceiling. If scissors trusses cannot be
used, sprayed on cellulose or dry

cellulose installed at minimum of
3 lbs. density per cubic foot should
be installed, completely filling the
ceiling cavity. As discussed earlier,
cellulose has a higher R-value per
inch than fiberglass and it does
not allow moisture-carrying air to

move through it. Hence, it does not
need ventilation like fiberglass. If
fiberglass insulation is used in a
cathedral ceiling, a vapor barrier
consisting of a continuous 6-mil
polyethylene sheet should be
installed to the interior. Structural
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insulated panels are an excellent
alternative for cathedral ceiling
construction.
It is recommended that no
roof pitch less than 6-in-12 be used.
This allows for fewer restrictions
at the eaves and provides for
better attic ventilation. As the roof
deck is steeper, air will be easily
funneled to the peak where it can
exit through the ridge vent. (The
use of light colored roofing is also
recommended.) The additional
height also allows for better working
conditions in the attic. In a roof
with less than a 6-in-12 pitch,
much of the ceiling will have less
insulation than anticipated because
conventional rafters and trusses
choke ceiling insulation down
at the roof eaves. Raised heel or
energy trusses take the “pinch”
out of insulation restrictions by
allowing the full thickness of ceiling
insulation to be used at the eaves,
as shown in Figure 14.
The number of openings
through the ceiling should be
minimized to maintain the building
integrity and achieve low energy
consumption. Attic access ports
should be placed in unconditioned
areas, such as the garage. If this is
not possible, access ports should
be insulated and weatherstripped.
Typical methods are shown in
Figures 15 and 16. Whole-house
attic fans are not recommended.
Easy access in the attic should also
be provided, such as a catwalk, as
shown in Figure 17.
Soffits in kitchens and
bathrooms should be constructed
after the ceiling and wall material
have been installed. This will
maintain the integrity of the ceiling
surface. Any recessed lighting
that is used should be installed
in a sealed soffit area. If recessed
lighting cannot be installed in this
manner, lights must be air-tight
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Figure 14

Figure 15

Figure 16

Ridge National Laboratory and
University of Illinois Building
Research Council) have reported
the same results on this material.
Both studies found that when the
attic temperature fell below 30
degrees, the R-value of the installed
material fell dramatically. As this
material is low density, it was
found that when the temperature
difference between the attic and
ceiling reached a certain point,
circulating air currents occurred
in the insulation. Initial testing
has shown that fiberglass batts
Figure 17

Figure 18
and IC rated (allows direct contact
with insulating materials) and must
be totally covered by insulation,
or have insulated, air-tight boxes
constructed above them.
Attic wiring should be installed
with enough slack that insulation is
not restricted. Installing attic-wiring
runs horizontally on vertical truss
members 18" above the ceiling allows
for full insulation and provides future
access to the wiring. Bracing that may
need to be installed on bottom chords
of trusses for rigidity can also be
installed on vertical chord members.
(Check with your truss manufacturer
for their recommendations.)
All attics above conditioned
areas should be insulated to

a minimum R-40. Insulating
material should extend completely
over the top plate of walls at attic
perimeters to eliminate cold
corners in rooms below. Fiberglass
batts should be trimmed to fit
snugly around all obstructions,
such as exhaust fans and truss
members, and should fit snugly
end-to-end. To avoid these
problems it is recommend that
cellulose insulation is used in the
attic area. Knee walls or any wall
exposed to the attic area should
be insulated to R-40, as attics can
reach extreme temperatures.
Loose fill fiberglass insulation
is not recommended. Two separate
and independent studies (Oak

The attic area should
be insulated to a
minimum R-40.
and cellulose insulation do not
experience this problem.
Cellulose insulation should
have stops placed at eaves to
prevent the cellulose from being
blown into the soffit area and to
keep air movement from blowing
the cellulose away from the attic
perimeter as shown in Figure 18.
Attics should have proper
ventilation, not only to help reduce
temperatures during the summer,
but also to allow any moisture
that may build up in the winter to
escape. The following rules for the
amount of ventilation needed should
be used: (1) If a vapor barrier
is present in the ceiling, there
should be 1-square inch of net-free
ventilation for every 2-square feet of
attic space, and (2) If a vapor barrier
is not present, there should be 1square inch of net-free ventilation
for every 1-square foot of attic space.
Half of the total ventilation area
should be at the roof ridge area soffit
and half in the attic soffit. Please
note that the ventilation is net-free
area, as bug screens and louvers
reduce the actual area of ventilation.
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Most manufacturers indicate on
their product or in their product
literature the net-free ventilation.
It is highly recommended that
roof peak ventilation be provided by
the use of ridge vents. Ridge vents
are normally very economical,
need little maintenance, are easy
to install and have a long life
expectancy. Some manufacturers
have styles that allow roofing to
be applied to vents, allowing them
to blend in nicely with the roof.
Turbine-type and power ventilators
are not recommended because of
their high maintenance.
If a ceiling vapor barrier is
installed, certain precautions

should be observed, especially if
construction is occurring during
cold weather. Before taping and
painting the sheet rock, attic
insulation must be installed to
prevent moisture condensation
from occurring on the vapor
barrier. In summer, adequate
ventilation should be provided to
remove the excess moisture from
the house.
Tongue and groove wood is
being used by some for ceiling
construction. Unfortunately
shrinkage and seam cracks often
cause very leaky ceilings. Sheet
rock, a 6-mil vapor barrier or
house wrap should be used

underneath the wood.
Do not fail to insulate ‘false’
ceiling areas such as over enclosed
tub/shower units. These units are
totally enclosed with their own
fiberglass or acrylic ceiling and
have a short soffit area from the
ceiling to the front of the unit.
As the ceiling material (usually
sheetrock) is installed after the
tub/shower unit has been installed,
there is no continuous ceiling
surface for the attic insulation to lie
on. To provide a continuous surface
for the attic insulation, either nail
sheetrock or plywood to the area
above the enclosed tub/shower unit
before it is installed.

will be transferred through the
floor. The method of insulation
varies depending on the type of
floor being used.
The floors above unheated
basements, crawl spaces and
garages should be considered as an
integral part of the building envelope
and should be treated accordingly.

All openings in the floor surface
should be sealed and closed off. This
includes openings for duct systems
(especially register boots), electrical,
telephone, security and CATV wiring
systems and plumbing systems. The
drain area for bathtubs and showers
are especially important, as these
are normally very large openings.

Floors

M

any people believe that floor
insulation is not needed
because heat rises. The fallacy of
this belief is that heat does not
rise, warm air does. Thermal
heat transfer does not know
any difference in direction, only
temperature difference. If the floor
is warmer above than below, heat

Floors Over Crawl Space

C

rawl space floors should be
insulated to a minimum of R19. One method of doing this is by
insulating between the floor joists.
Ductwork and water lines must
also be insulated. If using kraftfaced batt insulation, the facing
should be to the floor above. Some
type of support should be provided
for the batt insulation in addition to
staples. This can be manufactured
wire stays, heavy monofilament
fishing line, or wire mesh (such as
chicken wire). Polyethylene plastic
should not be used under the
insulation as support material.
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Figure 19

If water lines or heating ducts
are present in the crawl space, it
may be desirable to insulate the
crawl space walls to a minimum
R-10 rather than the floor to
prevent pipes from freezing.
This can be done with fiberglass
batts, sprayed on cellulose, or 2"

extruded polystyrene, polyurethane
or polyisocyanurate rigid foam
insulation. It is also important
to insulate the box sill area to a
minimum of R-19.
A 6-mil polyethylene plastic,
continuous vapor barrier must be
installed on the ground in the crawl

space to prevent ground moisture
from entering the crawl space area,
as shown in Figure 19. This barrier
should be turned up the sides of
the walls at least 6" and should
be completely sealed. If vents are
installed in the crawl space walls, they
must be sealed and closed in winter.

Concrete Slab Floors

A

s 8" of concrete has the same
R-value as a single pane of
glass, the perimeter of concrete slab
floors are subjected to high levels
of heat loss. Any concrete floor less
than 2' below ground (including
walk-out basements), should have
the perimeter insulated to R-10
minimum. This can be done by
installing 2" extruded polystyrene
rigid foam insulation vertically to the
thickness of the slab and extended
24" horizontally from the perimeter.
(See Figure 20.) Concrete slab
floors more than 2' below grade
are adequately insulated by the
surrounding earth except when
radiant floor heat systems are used.
If radiant heat is used in the floor,
the entire area below the concrete
must be insulated with R-10 extruded
polystyrene rigid foam insulation.
Figure 20

Floors Over Basements and Garages

V

ery few basements built today
can be called “unheated,” even
if they are not finished as living
areas. Basements have more heat
loss than most people realize.
Even though much of the wall area
is below ground, several feet is
exposed to freezing temperatures in
the winter. With the low R-value of
concrete, the basement may be the
single largest heating load. Basement
walls can be insulated as described
previously in the section on walls.

If the basement is unheated,
either the floor above should be
insulated to R-19 or the basement
walls can be insulated to R-10. If

Basements have more
heat loss than most
people realize.

the floor is insulated, the basement
should be treated as a crawl space
and the floor insulated as described
earlier. All ductwork and water
pipes in the unheated basement
should be insulated to R-6 and
must be airtight.
If the garage is part of the
building envelope with the garage
ceiling being the floor for living
space above, then the floor must
be insulated to R-30 and have an
air-tight barrier.
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Windows and Doors

A

12

lthough windows and doors can
add to the overall appearance
of your home, they very seldom
add to the overall energy efficiency
as they are made of glass, wood
and steel, which are poor insulating
materials. Because they are such
a high source of energy loss, the
quality of doors and windows
should not be sacrificed to bring
the building budget back in line.
Casement and awning type
windows normally have less air
infiltration than sliders and doublehung windows and should be
considered if they meet the design
and architectural style of the home.
Most window manufacturers now
use a rating system developed
by National Fenestration Rating
Council (NFRC). This NFRC rating
provides a standardized method of
comparing window performance.
(See Figure 23.) Your building
center or builder can furnish you
with this information. One rating
standard is U-value. U-values are
used to indicate the insulating value
of doors and windows. Unlike Rvalue, the lower the U-value number
the higher the insulating value.
Because windows and glass
doors are major areas of heat loss
and gain, they should be sized so
they are no more than 10 percent
of the floor area. In other words,
if you are building a 2000-square
foot home, the total square footage
of the windows and glass doors
should be less than 200.
Windows that face east or west
should be kept to a minimum.
As the sun rises and sets in these
directions, these windows are
subject to direct rays from the
sun and can cause high heat gain
situations. In fact, it has been
estimated that a window facing west
can add as much as a 1/2 ton of

Figure 21

Because windows and glass doors are major areas of
heat loss and gain, they should be sized so they are no
more than 10 percent of the floor area.

Figure 22

Figure 23
cooling requirement to the house.
Windows that must face these
directions should be shaded with
deciduous trees, blocking the sun in
the summer, but allowing the rays to
strike the window in the winter.
South-facing windows are
excellent if ample overhang is
provided to shade the window in
the summer. As the angle of the
sun falls in the winter, the sun’s
warming rays can still strike the
window on sunny winter days, but
is blocked during the summer.
Deciduous trees are again excellent
for this purpose.
Windows, at a minimum,
should be double-pane, low “e”
glass, and have a NRFC U-value of
0.5 or lower. Low “e” windows have
a thin coating that reflects some of
the sun’s ultra-violet rays during
the summer, helping to reduce the
heat gain. It also reflects some heat
back into the room in the winter,
as shown in Figures 21 and 22. It
is recommended that you consider
purchasing argon or gas-filled

windows. Argon is an inert gas that
has a lower heat transfer rate than
normal air and therefore reduces
the heat lost or gained through
the windows.
Two types of windows that
need special attention are bow and
bay windows. As these windows
have a “ceiling and floor” to them,
they need to be insulated with

a minimum of R-30 above and
R-19 below. Particular attention
should also be given to the need
for controlling air infiltration with
these types of windows. Caulk
or foam should be used to seal
any cracks in framing and siding
materials. All-glass “garden”
windows are not recommended
because of condensation and heat
loss problems.
All doors that separate
conditioned areas from unconditioned
areas should be insulated and
have weatherstripping installed
(see Figure 24). This includes
doors that lead from the home to
the garage. Thresholds should be
caulked to the sub-floor. Metal or
fiberglass doors with an extruded
polyisocyanurate core and a
thermally broken door edge are
recommended. (This is usually a
wood banding around the edge.)
Glass area should be kept to a
minimum and all recommendations
concerning windows apply to the
glass area of doors. Because of the
large glass area and air infiltration
rates, sliding glass doors are not
recommended. Atrium doors are
a viable alternative if this type of
entry way is desired.

Figure 24
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Heating, Ventilation & Air-Conditioning Systems (HVAC)

Y

our HVAC system works
year-round for you, and
is another area that should
not be compromised. The
more efficient the system
that is installed, the lower
your operating costs will be.
The most cost-competitive
method for heating and
cooling your home is the
geothermal heat pump with
the second being a highefficiency air-to-air heat
pump. Geothermal and
air to air heat pumps,
which move heat energy
rather than create it, can
be three times more efficient
than gas furnaces.
A geothermal heat pump
is an extremely efficient,
year-round heating and
cooling system. It uses a ground
loop system to transfer heat
to and from your home. (See
Figure 25.) According to the
Environmental Protection Agency
geothermal systems are the most
energy efficient, environmentally
clean, and cost effective space
conditioning systems available.
In addition to space conditioning,
geothermal heat pumps can be
used to provide domestic hot water
when the system is operating. Most
residential systems are equipped
to transfer excess heat from the
geothermal heat pump to the house’s
hot water tank, saving 50 percent or
more on hot water heating costs.
A frequent question asked
about geothermal heat pumps is,
“How long will it take to recoup my
investment?” In general the payback
can vary from 2 to 10 years. Factors
include initial cost of different
systems, energy rates, weather, and
the size and efficiency of your new
home. To determine a more accurate
payback ask your heat pump dealer
or local electric co-op for an energy
audit and payback analysis.
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Geothermal and air to
air heat pumps, which
move heat ener gy
rather than create it,
can be three times
more efficient than
gas furnaces.

Instead of looking at the time it
takes to payback, consider the monthly
cash flow. If the additional monthly
mortgage payment for the investment
in a geothermal heat pump is less than
the savings generated every month
then you will receive a positive cash
flow each month.
An air-to-air heat pump operates
similarly to a geothermal heat pump,
except it does not have a ground loop
system. It absorbs or rejects its heat
from or to the outside air. Air-to-air
heat pumps should have a minimum
12 SEER (Seasonal Energy Efficiency
Ratio) rating.

Wood-burning
appliances and gas fireplaces
are not recommended as
these units require large
amounts of combustion
air and may not be
compatible with tight home
construction. If they are
installed in the home, they
should have airtight doors,
a tight fitting flue damper
and combustion air must be
supplied from the outdoors.
A better alternative is an
electric fireplace or sealed
combustion gas log fireplace.
Proper design,
balancing and sizing of
the duct system, including
the return air system, is
critical to the comfort of
your home.
No ductwork should
be installed in the attic area as attics
can reach extreme temperatures.
Fur-down duct systems in hallways
or placement of the duct system in
the basement or crawl space should
be incorporated into the design of the
home. Duct systems in crawl spaces
should be caulked at all points where
the duct system passes through the
floor. Any duct system (supply or
return) that is outside of the building
envelope should be insulated to R-6.
All ventilation equipment,
range hoods, vent fans, dryers,
etc., must have back draft dampers
installed in the duct system and
must be vented to the exterior.
Clothes dryers should not use vents
that can be vented to the interior, as
the additional moisture introduced
into the home can be excessive.
In a tightly-built energy-efficient
home a heat-recovery ventilator
(HRV) may be necessary. It will
exhaust stale air, but recover most
of the BTUs to pre-warm or pre-cool
incoming fresh air. The HRV can also
help control excess moisture, and
expel radon gas and odors.

Domestic Hot Water (DHW)

D

epending on the appliances,
the number of occupants and
the living habits of the occupants,
energy consumption for hot water
can be substantial. It is the second
highest energy user in the home
after space conditioning. The
following suggestions will help
lessen energy consumption.
1. Water heaters should be set at
no higher than 120 degrees.

2. Dishwashers should be
purchased with pre-heaters to
raise the temperature of the
dishwasher only to the higher
temperatures needed for
sanitation of dishes.
3. All DHW pipes should be
insulated and the DHW tank
should be placed on a piece of
2" foam board.

4. All water heaters should be
placed as near the point of
usage as possible and should
be anchored to a wall or floor
for earthquake purposes.
5. A hot-water assist should
be installed when using a
geothermal HVAC system.
6. Use low-flow showerheads
and faucets.

Lighting

W

hen designing your home
and picking out the
interior fixtures, don’t overlook
lighting. Use fluorescent light
fixtures wherever possible.
Although initially more expensive,
fluorescent lighting is less

P

roviding you with the
information and construction
techniques to live comfortably and
economically in your new home
is the objective of this manual
and program. If you build or have
someone build your new home
using these standards, we are sure
that your home will provide you
with the best comfort available with
little additional investment and will
also be energy efficient.
The importance of paying
attention to detail and application
during the construction process
cannot be understated. Though
some of the items presented in
this manual seem insignificant, it
is the use of the total concept that
provides for large energy savings.

expensive to operate and lasts
longer than incandescent. Compact
fluorescent bulbs are available
for many applications, use onefourth the energy, last ten-times
longer and create less heat than
incandescent bulbs.

As mentioned earlier, recessed
lights should be installed in soffits
and not directly in the ceiling. If
soffits are not practical, air-tight
fixtures or surface track lighting are
a better choice.

Conclusion
Though some of the
items presented in
this manual seem
insignificant, it is the
use of the total concept
that provides for lar ge
ener gy savings.

Careless installation and lack of
attention to detail can cause even
the most well laid plans to go awry.
Should you have any questions
concerning the ideas presented
in this manual or desire more
detailed information, contact

your local electric cooperative.
You may also want to contact
your cooperative for information
concerning any special energy
programs that may be available.
Please understand that
advances in material and technology
are occurring constantly. There
may be alternative construction
methods that meet these
standards. This manual has been
prepared based upon material
and information that is currently
available. Your electric cooperative
is a valuable source of information
concerning new advances in
construction and equipment and
should be contacted concerning
new developments that may have
occurred since this printing.
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Walls —

Ceilings —

HVAC Systems —

2x4: Sprayed on cellulose insulation,
1/2" polyisocyanurate insulating
sheathing (R-3.6) (such as Tough-R
or R-Max brands),

All ceilings will be insulated to
a minimum R-40. Vaulted ceilings
with roof-ceiling combination
construction will be insulated with
cellulose insulation. Recessed
lighting will be installed in enclosed
soffits and all ceiling perforations
will be sealed or caulked. All attics
will have adequate ventilation.

Duct Work: All ducts in nonconditioned areas will be insulated
to R-6 and all seams will be sealed
with mastic.

or
2x4: R-13 fiberglass batts,
1" polyisocyanurate insulating
sheathing (R-7.2), a 6-mil
polyethylene plastic vapor barrier
and house wrap infiltration barrier,

or
2x6: Sprayed on cellulose
insulation, and exterior sheathing
of your choice,

or
2x6: R-19 fiberglass batts, 6-mil
polyethylene plastic vapor barrier,
house wrap infiltration barrier and
exterior sheathing of your choice.
All walls will have new framing
techniques for corner and partition
posts. All perforations of the top
and bottom plates will be sealed.
2x6 walls will have insulated
headers over doors and windows.

Basement Walls —
All heated basement walls
insulated to R-10 minimum.
Box sills and band joists
insulated to R-19.
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Floors —
Crawl Spaces: Floor will be
insulated to R-19 or crawl space
walls insulated to R-10. The ground
will have a 6-mil polyethylene plastic
vapor barrier installed over it.
Slab Floors: All slab floors on grade
(or less than 24" below grade) will
have R-10 foam board installed.
Floors over Basements: If the
basement is unheated, the floor
will be insulated to R-19.

Windows and
Doors —
Window area will not exceed
10 percent of floor area.
All windows will be doublepane, low ‘e’ glass and gas filled.
All doors separating conditioned
areas from unconditioned will be
insulated and weather-stripped.

Geothermal: All geothermal heat
pumps will be ARI-330 rated and
will have a minimum EER of 12.
Air-to-Air Heat Pumps: All
air-source heat pumps will have
a minimum SEER of 12.

Ventilation —
No wood burning or gas
fireplaces are recommended.
All ventilation equipment will
have back draft dampers and be
vented to the exterior, not the attic.

Domestic Hot
Water —
Water heaters should be set at
120 degrees and placed on a 2"
piece of foam board.

Lighting —
All lighting, where feasible,
should be fluorescent or compact
fluorescent fixtures.

Insulation Values
Material

Masonry
Sand and gravel concrete block
Sand and gravel concrete block
Face brick
Poured Concrete
Building materials--general
Wood sheathing
Fiberboard insulating
Plywood
Plywood
Bevel lapped wood siding
Bevel lapped wood siding
Vertical tongue and groove (cedar and redwood)
Gypsum board
Interior plywood paneling
Building paper
Vapor barrier
Asphalt Roof Shingles
Softwood (per inch)

Insulation materials
Blankets or batts (fiberglass)
Blankets or batts (fiberglass)
Cellulose (dry or sprayed on)
Polystyrene (molded beads)
Polystyrene (extruded smooth skin) styrofoam
Polyisocyanurate (sheathing)

Thickness

“R” Value

8"
12"
4"
8"

1.11
1.28
0.44
0.64

3/4"
25/32"
3/4"
1/2"
1/2" x 8"
3/4" x 10"
3/4"
1/2"
5/8"
1/4"
-----

0.94
2.06
0.93
0.62
0.81
1.05
0.94
0.45
0.56
0.31
0.06
0.00
0.44
1.25

3-1/2"
6"
1"
1"
1"
1"

11.00
19.00
3.70
3.57
5.26
7.20

Doors
1 3/4" Metal Insulated Exterior Door w/ no glass
Patio Door
Patio Door (Low E Glass-gas filled)
Windows
Single thickness glass
Window with storm sash
Twin glazed (two thickness glass, 1/4" air space)
Glass blocks
Low-E (Gas filled)
Low-E (Gas filled)

3.30
2.04
3.13
---4"
1/2"
3/4"

0.88
2.00
1.67
1.90
2.90
3.22

